


 

 

 
                    1316 Wauona Trail, Portage, WI 53901 

608-745-4242 or fax608-745-4042 

October 1. 2013 

 
City of Madison-Urban Design Commission 

 

RE: Variance request 4222 E. Washington Ave. 

 
We are requesting a variance in the square footage allowed in a CC-T district for the property located at 4222 E. Washington 

Ave. Madison, WI  

 

Due to the fact that the sign located at this location is not a conforming sign to BP standards, the existing sign & pole 

structure will need to be removed.  It is being replaced with a BP approved, single pole mount sign that is complies with BP 

standards.  The new sign will comply with the maximum height of pylon signs of 18 feet, but will need to be considered a 

new sign as we are asking for the price signs to be of electronic format nature.   The speed limit at this location on E. 

Washington is presently at 40 mph.  E. Washington Ave is 6 plus turning lanes and this location is also on the northern side 

of the frontage road. 

 

The present sign code allows a 18 foot maximum height and 72 square feet per side for a net total of 144 net square feet.  

Due to the nature of the BP branding standards the main sign panel for that contains the Helios and lettering is 82.5’ tall and 

80.75 wide for a total for this face of 46.26 square feet and the lower panel broken down into three panels with each panel 

being 80.75 wide and one panel being 38.5’ tall, and two other panels being 18.75” tall with the total net area without the 1” 

spacer and 7” bottom, piece being 88.88 square feet, or a total for both sides of 178  square feet.  We are asking for a 

variance of 17 square feet per side or a total of 34 square feet for both sides.    

 

Sec. 31.043 (2) (a) Is necessary for a sign located on the site of an establishment to be identifiable and legible form the 

nearest roadway at prevailing speeds: 

 

The variance is necessary for the street graphic located on this site to be identifiable and legible from the nearest 

roadways at the prevailing speeds, if we reduce the size of the copy, the sign message and the state mandated gas 

pricing would not be legible from the public right of way as the law requires.  At the proposed size the price digit is 

24 inches tall for the regular and 12’ tall for second grade, which for someone not moving in a car can be read from 

approx 1200 feet away using the 50 feet to 1 inch rule for visibility which is the norm.  This size would allow 

people that are driving enough space to safely change lanes or make the decision to turn at the intersection as they 

are traveling in either direction to safely turn onto to the frontage road after they have made the decision to use this 

establishment for purchasing gas.  It is our opinion that the without the variance smaller standard size letter which is 

12 inches, which is visible from approx 600 feet away or an almost 50 percent reduction in legibility and that would 

not give the motoring public the information that it requires to make the decision to stop in a safe matter. 

 

Sec. 31.043 (2) (b) Will result in a sign more in scale with the building and site and in a superior overall design: 

 

This variance is necessary to keep the sign in scale with building and site and keeps the sign consistent with the 

overall design and color scheme the BP requires as part of their branding requirements.  Without this variance a new 

custom sign would need to be manufactured that will not meet BP strict spacing as it requires the white around the 

logo to be pearl white and at the right proportion, but does not allow it to illuminate at night, but requires it for its 

branding.   
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This map was prepared by the Dane County Land Information
 Office from records and data located in various public offices.
Map information is believed to  be accurate but is not 
guaranteed to be without error.  Source data used to compile 
this map is dynamic and in  a constant state of maintenance, 
correction and update.  This map does not represent a field 
survey and is not intended to  be used as one.  For general 
cartographic and reference purposes only.                             
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